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ROADSIDE SPRAY TASK FORCE
February 13, 1992
BACKGROUND
During the 1991 legislative session the use of herbicides to control
weeds along Hawaii's roadsides was brought to the attention of the state
Legislature. At issue was the potential health risk posed by the unintended
exposure of the public, specifically school children, to herbicides used
along roadsides as well as concems for envirornnental pollution, effects to
non-target species, and aesthetic appearance of the roadways. After nuch
discussion and several hearings, the legislature passed House Concurrent
Resolution (HCR) 254 lID 1, SO 1 ''Requesting the Oirector of Health to
Appoint a Task Force to Assess the Effects of Roadside Spraying on Human
Health and the Envirornnent, and to Evaluate Alternative Methods of
Controlling Roadside Plant Growth." '!he Resolution gave the task force
specific instructions, "to review state and ccn.mty policies and procedures
for roadside spraying and to report the following:
(1) Possible exposure of young children, pedestrians and cammuni.ty
volunteers who come in direct contact with recently sprayed
roadsides;
(2) Possible health risks associated with roadside spraying;
(3) Strate;;Jies to mi.ni.mi.ze human exposure including public notice of
spraying schedules;
(4) Findings and conclusions of other state studies and envirornnental
assessments; and,
(5) Exploration of alternatives to roadside spraying such as the
state's Mopt a Highway Program; and,
(6) An identification of the specific locations where herbicides are
sprayed; a description of each herbicide used at each location,
including 'type, quantity, and cost; and the rationale for the use
of each; and,
report its [the task force's] findings and efforts •••twenty days before
convening of the Regular Session of 1992; •••• " (We nnlSt interject here that
meeting this reporting date has not been possible given the volumes of
material to be assembled and the work schedules of those on the task force.
The task force apologizes for any inconvenience caused by the late report.)
Roadside Spraying Task Force
'!he task force was formed and the initial meeting was held on
september 20, 1991. A list of the members is given in Table 1. At that
ti1ne the group was divided into several sub-connni.ttees. ours was assigned
tasks numbered 3, 4, and 5. We have also campiled same infonnation on
task 2, possible health risks (Apperxtix A).
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Members of our sub-cammi.ttee include:
carol Burgess
Ma.rjorie Ziegler
Claudia Gauen
Jacquelin Miller
Hawaii Integrated Vegetation Management
(IVM) Specialist, P.o. Box 517, Hawi,
HI 96719
sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 212
Merchant street, suite 202, Honolulu HI
96813
outdoor Circle, 338 Dune Circle,
Kailua, HI 96734
Environmental Center, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822
'!he following information has been compiled over the past three months.
I would like to especially thank and acknowledge the extraordinary efforts
of one member of our group, Ms. carol Burgess. In addition to assisting in
all aspects of the review and evaluation of various methods used for
vegetation management alon:J roadsides, she specifically took on the task of
contacting other states for information on their roadside weed control
practices pursuant to task number 4. '!he material she has compiled and her
experience in working with Hawaii Colmty roadside weed control managers
relevant to this subject has been invaluable to the sub-carmnittee's efforts.
Basic Assumptions
Before we discuss the specific tasks that we were assigned, ie.
strategies to minimize hmnan exposure••• (task 3); Firxtings and conclusions
of other state studies••• (task 4); and, Exploration of altematives to
roadside spraying••• (task 5); it is important to delineate the basic
asSUIIptians made by our sub-carmnittee in l.1l'dertaking this review. We
recognize that there are differences of opinion as to the significance of
public health risks and environmental risks posed by the use of herbicides
for road maintenance. We also recognize the concems expressed by those
responsible for highway maintenance with regard to costs of altematives to
the use of herbicides for weed control. However, it was our opinion that,
if given a choice, m::st people would prefer to minimize their exposure to
he:rbicide sprays and to promote a more visually pleasirg roadside, Le.
green not brown, regardless of the published health risks since it is
apparent that viable alternatives are available. 'Iherefore, in accordance
with the directives of the resolution, it was our responsibility to examine
ways by which the state or county could eliIn:i.na.te or minimize the use of
herbicide sprays on roadsides through the use of viable altematives. We
defined ''viable altematives" as those that minimize potential iJnpacts to
the public and to natural habitats and are economically responsible.
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SUBCOMMITrEE REroRr ON
HOUSE RESOIlJTION 254 HD 1, SO 1: OIRECI'IVFS 3, 4, AND 5
Task 3. s:mATEX;IFS 'lO MINDfiZE HT.JMAN EXtOStJRE, mCWOmG RJBLIC NOI'ICE
OF SPRAYING SCHEOOIES.
one of the pri.Ina%y concerns voiced during the hearings that led to the
adoption of HCR 254 HD 1 SO 1 was the concem for public health as a result
of human exposure to herbicides sprayed along roadsides. Testi.nx:my was
provided at the hearings that called attention to paths being sprayed near
schools where children could ccnne into contact with the sprays and of cars
receiving drift spray if they were adjacent or down wind to spray trucks
(see Appendix A). In addition to concems for public health, the potential
for contamination of grourrl and surface waters and the potential for
deleterious effects to non-target species, particularly given the rnnnber of
threatened and endangered species in Hawaii, were also cite:i as major
concerns. Yet another issue that was vigorously presente:i by both the
outdoor Circle as well as members of the tourist in:lustJ:y involved the
aesthetics of the dead and browning roadsides following spraying. It was
forcefully argued that Hawaii, of all the states, should be a leader in
fostering envi.rormental beauty of our roadsides. Given these concerns, the
first item on the agenda for the task force was to examine ways to minimize
human exposure to roadside sprays for weed control. Four procedures were
considered:
Public notification of spray schedules
Posting of signs
Establishment of buffer zones
No spraying
Public Notification of Spray Schedules
One mitigative measure that might lessen the incidence and degree of
public exposure to roadside sprays would be adequate notification of the
pending spray schedules. What is not so obvious is the best method for
canying out that notification. certainly it would be reasonable to use the
already well established methods for notifying the public of general road
repairs. 'n1e ongoing media annom'lCeJne1'1ts of the repairs along Kalanianiole
highway in East Oahu are excellent examples. Proposed sites for spraYing
could be advertised through notices in the media and inco~rating
eye-catching fonnats and maps of the areas to be sprayed. Unfortunately,
while lIIedia aIll'lO\.n'lCSlts of spray schedules may be infonnative to adults,
they are unliXel.y to be noticed by children, the very population that may be
most liXel.y to came in contact with sprayed areas. other potential problems
that have been cited are the costs of media anOlmcements and the difficulty
in establishing specific spray schedule dates due to equipment availability
and weather con::li.tions. 'Ib miniJni.ze costs of public announcements we
suggest that newspaper arxVor TV notifications could be made quarterly and
the notices cover a IlUl1titude of areas with tentative herbicide spraying
schedules. Public service announcements might be another method to use to
reduce public notification costs. 'Ib combat the problem of changes in
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spraying dates due to weather conditions and equipment availability,
published dates prior to spraying would need to give a range of possible
dates, i.e. "Roadside weeds will be sprayed between 1-15 December."
'!he Posting of Signs
In our review of other state's pl:cgrams, the ''posting'' of sprayed areas
was cited as a practice in same states as well as a sign on the spray truck
indicating the type of chemical being sprayed. The pc::lStin:J of temporazy
signs by the applicator, prior to spraYing, to be repeated approximately
€Nery 300 feet may be the lllCSt efficient and effective method of public
notification. Its debatable as to when the signs should be removed after
the spraying has occured due to vcu:ying opinions regarding degradation and
persistence of herbicides. We recommend that the signs remain up for at
least 48 hours after application. '!his should reduce vandalism yet will
maintain the unobsb::ucted scenic views of the roadsides. our sub-conuni.ttee
suggests that signs stating ''WARNING'' and a simple symbolic logo (ie. a
silahette of an applicator spraYing within a red circle), plus the trade
name, chemical name, and an irrlication of the presence of \D'1known inert
ingredients, should be created for spray trucks and backpack sprayers.
'!he logo for roadside spraying should be designed siJDilar to the
international roadside and air tenni.nal symbols. 'lhi.s same infonnation and
the logo could then be used on all signs, newspaPer notices, or other media
announcements •
Establishment of Buffer Zones
other states have established buffer zones where no spraying of
heJ:bicides is done near esPeCially sensitive areas. '!his would include
ecologically sensitive areas such as wetlarxIs, surface waters, or forest
reserves, within 150 feet of a residence, or along high traffic, public
pathways.
No Spraying
The fourth option considered to reduce public e>q;:lOSUre was the "no
spray" alternative. Many of the states reported that they simply had
reduced or eliIninated the use of sprays for roadside weed control. For
exa:rrple, Maine indicated that they received 40 to 50 protest calls Per day
when they were using heJ::bicides. '!hey have now reduced their heJ::bicide
application rates from 1-1/2 gallons Per mile to 1/5 gallon (product
fornn.1lation) and they do selective spraYing on tree species only, once a
year. Jefferson county, Washington, has not used herbicides for roadside
vegetation control in 14 years. Some states establish "No Spray" areas at
the request of the public in exchange for their agreement to maintain the
area.
Recommendations of the SUb-Ccmnn.ittee
'!he ''No Spray" alternative is the most obvious solution to eliIninate
public exposure to heJ::bicides. HcMever, this may not be a viable
alternative in and of itself. Arr:I reduction in the use of heJ::bicides must
be acccmpani.ed by a plan of action to inp:>se alternative methods of weed
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control, such as the establishment of low-maintenance vegetation and paving,
if we are to maintain safe roadways. '!he following procedure is suggested
as a start in that direction:
Initiate the no spray alternative wherever possible by relYing m:>re on
biological and mechanical means of vegetation control and encouraging
the presence of naturally occuring low growing plant comrmmi.ties. Also
an important consideration is to leave many areas just "as is." In
other words, "leave well enough alone." Where it is detenni.ned that
herbicides are still to be used, public notification should be
implemented by announcements in the newspapers and signage on spray
apparatuses and in areas of herbicide application as dj scussed
previously.
Task 4. FINDINGS AND CONCWSIONS OF OI'HER STME S'IUDIFS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
contact has been made with 9 states and 17 eotmties to obtain
infonnation on their roadside weed control practices. Details of the
telephone conversations with representatives of each of the states and
counties contacted are given in Appentix B. We especially call attention to
the progress of the state of Wisconsin and Jefferson county, Wa.sh:in;ton. In
general, each state, county, nmrlcipality, or agency either is using or is
in the precess of developing an Integrated Vegetation Management (IVM)
program. '!he IVM program involvas m:>re than minilIlizing or eliminating the
use of herbicides, its goal is to reduce the need for subsequent
treatJnents. Five major steps are involved in most IVM programs:
1. survey. '!he initial requirement for all IVM programs is to umertake a
sw:vey to d.etenni.ne where the vegetation problems occur and the nature
of the problematic vegetation. once the problem areas and problematic
species are identified, then the follClWiIg questions need to be
addressed:
- what are the environmental and geographical corxiitions of the problem
areas?
- what are the growth (sw:vival) :requirements of the problematic
vegetation?
- what are the life cycles of problematic species and what are their
liIniting factors?
- where are problematic species absent or under colltrol and if so what
are the corxiitions at these sites?
2. Detennine the injmy level of specific problem plant species on specific
sites. What is the level of occupancy of the vegetation that is
tolerable: In other words, how much of the plant can you have present
before a problem is posed?
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3. Detennine the level at which action must be taken to prevent reaching
the injury level. When do you need to take action to prevent the
occurence of a problem?
4. Select effective actions. Choose a course of treatment that addresses
the cause of the occupancy of problematic vegetation, that least
disrupts the environment, and POses the least threat to human health.
Preventative actions are of pri1nal:y importance.
5. Monitoring. After an IVM program is .iJTg;>lemented, it must be evaluated
continuously. 'lhi.s monitoring must consider the effectiveness of the
program, whether changes in the program are needed, and must assess the
long term (10 year) permanency of the solutions.
It is critical that for such a five-step IVM program to succeed that
management understand the biology and environment of the area being
treated. A progzam of ongoing m:mi.toring is also essential. We have found
that many states, counties, nnmiciPalities and agencies are n:M using IVM
techniques to manage vegetation. since there are many factors involved in a
successful IVM approach to roadside vegetation maintenance, it appears that
patience and a lorq term cammi.tment to IVM are absolutely essential. 'lhi.s
will alleM for feedback to be incorporated into a revised and updatable
program.
Task 6. EXPIORATION OF .AI.lI'EmlATIVE 'IO ROADSIDE SPRAYING suar AS '!HE
STATE'S AOOPI' A HIGHWAY PIAN.
Vegetation control along roadways is clearly recognized as a necessary
process to insure public safety by providing clear visual paths, by
maintaining shoulder areas for Pedestiran or bicycle use, and particularly
in rural areas, maintaining adequate roadway widths for safe passage of
vehicles. Prior to the introduction of the assorbnent of ''weed killers" by
the chemical industry, many of these roadway maintenance activities were
carried out by manual labor. With the bocnn in the chemical industry and the
extensive development of hel:bicides, chemical controls of vegetation have
been touted as the erxi all method for vegetation control. More recently
however, recognition has been surfacing that broad scale hel:bicide use along
the miles and miles of roadways may be erdangering not only the adjacent
crop lands and natural environments, including rare or endangered species or
their habitats, but also POses a risk to the nearlJy receiving waters,
potable groun:l waters, and public health through unanticipated exposure. In
addition, increased awareness of the aesthetic ilnpacts of hel:bicide use has
received nationwide attention. F\1rt:henoore, same altematives that are
considered very costly initially, may, in the long 1:enn, be more cost
effective than chemicals. It is time to rethink and re-evaluate the
roadside maintenance policies of the state and counties and to lOOre fully
examine viable altematives to the current spraying practices.
'lhere are several altematives to hemicide spraying available. In many
areas vegetation could be controlled manually and mchani.cally, especially
if less money is spent on chemicals and their application. certain ground
covers, especially leM growi.n;, leM maintenance species, could be planted
that would eventually choke out umesired vegetation. In same locations
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mowing alone nay be totally adequate to keep vegetation from encroaching on
the roadways. In same areas, such as around guard rails or sign POSts, the
use of a coarse mulch, such as wood chips, might provide sufficient naterial
to retard weed growth am minimize the need for nx:Mi.ng or spraying. Paving
under guardrails would el:i:minate the need for spraYing. Encouraging low
growing, existing or native grounicovers to proliferate by clearing away
their competition is also a viable option; am in same areas it nay be.cme
apparent that nothing at all needs to be done. '!he "adopt a highway"
program has been very successful in other states am has been used in Hawaii
to assist in litter control. Encouragement of conmnmity support to maintain
neighborhood roadways, Particularly in residential or :rural areas nay be yet
another viable alternative, used singly or in conjtmction with other
alternatives for roadside weed control.
CONCI1JSIONS
After considerable discussion, review of Pertinent naterials in the
literature, am numerous telephone conversations with representatives of the
public works organizations from other states am counties, we have concluded
that an integrated vegetation management (IVM) program for the state of
Hawaii would be a viable am economically responsible option for the safe
control of roadside weeds. To move in this direction we suggest that the
state consider adopting the following procedJIre:
1. Advisory Panel. Establish an adviso:ty Panel consisting of roadside
maintenance Officials, professional consultants amjor govenunent
agency PersOnnel (includ:in3' the University) am interested
citizens to fonmJ1.ate an IVM plan based on reviews of similar
programs elsewhere, taking special account of the tmique features
of Hawaii.
2. SUrvey Program. Collect data am nap vegetation types, weed
problems, soils, agriculture, native ecosystems, weather variables,
am site specific problems. 'lhi.s infonnation nay be augmented by
information from the Departments of Agriculture, I.an:i am Natural
Resources or Health. Develop a c::cmpIter database of all records.
3. Test Sites. Establish. at least one, non-chemical test area, for
each road maintenance district sinrl.lar to those that have been
established successfully in the Cotmty of Hawaii. 'Ihese areas will
serve as test plots for research into the benefits am problems
associated with non-chemical alternatives to roadside weed control.
4. Fonnulate an IVM plan. us:in:J the reo !llQierx1ations of the panel
(paragraph 1, above); the data from the survey (2); am the results
of the test sites (3); fonmJ1.ate a plan for integrated vegetation
management for roadside management throughout the state. Note, the
initial plan should be flexible to allow for bath immediate
implementation am the rapid assinrl.lation of new data am results
as they become available.
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5. Monitoring. Regular monitoring of the effectiveness of the program
is necessary to ensure that management strategies are optimized.
'!he adoption of such a pl:ogram of Integrated Vegetation Management (IVM)
provides a systematic approach to decidi.n;r when, where, am how the various
techniques can be used to minimize or elilninate the use of heJ:bicides for
roadside weed control.
TABLE 1
Members of Roadside Spraying Task Force
September 13, 1991
1. Ms. Jacquelin Miller
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Environmental Center
2550 Campus Road, Crawford 317
Honolulu, HI 96822
2. Mr. Lowell Lum
Honolulu Road Maintenance Superintendent
Department of Public Works
City and County of Honolulu
650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
3. Mr. Steve Oliver
County Engineer
Department of Public Works
County of Kauai
3021 Umi Street
Lihue, Kauai 96766
4. Mr. Richard Mitsumori
Chief
Department of Public Works
Highway Maintenance Division
25 Aupuni Street
Hilo, HI 96720
5. Mr. Uoyd P.C.W. Lee
Chief Staff Engineer
Department of Public Works
County of Maui
200 South High Street
Wailuku, Maui 96793
6. Dr. Philip Motooka
HITAHR • Hawaii County
P. O. Box 208
Kealakekua, HI 96750
1
7. Mr. Ken:eth Sprague
Board cf. Water Supply
City and County of Honolulu
630 Soufr. Beretania Street
HonoluJt;, HI 96843
8. Ms. Stepranie Whalen
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association
Environmental Science Department
P. O. Box 1057
Aiea, HI 96701-1057
9. Ms. Carol Burgess
P. O. Box 517
Hawi, HI 96719
10. Mr. Charles Pignataro
Planning Engineer
Department of Public Works
City and County of Honolulu
650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
11. Mr. Fred Shinsato
Department of Transportation
Highways Division
869 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, ill 96813-5047
12. Mr. Thomas Shiroma
Department of Transportation
Highways Division
869 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, HI 96813-5047
13. Mr. Robert A. Boesch
Pesticides Program Manager
Department of Agriculture
Division of Plant Industry
1428 S. King Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
2
14. Ms. Christine Rosania
Director
Hawaii Agricultural Alliance
99-193 Aiea Heights Drive, Suite 120
Aiea, HI 96701
15. The Honorable Anthony K.U. Chang
State Senator
State Office Tower, Room 303
235 S. Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
16. The Honorable Lehua Fernandes Salling
State Senator
State Office Tower, Room 310
235 S. Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
17. The Honorable Kenneth Hiraki
House of Represenatives
State Office Tower, Room 1301
235 S. Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI %813
18. The Honorable Paul Oshiro
House of Representatives
State Office Tower, Room 1007
235 S. Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
19. Steve Moser, M.D.
1883 Mill Street
Wailuku, Maui 96793
20. Mr. Daniel Dinell
Assistant to the Senior Vice President
Hilton Hotels Corporation
2005 Kalia Road
Honolulu, HI 96815-1999
3
21. The Honorable James T. Shon
House of Representatives
State Office Tower
235 S. Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
22. Ms. Marjorie Ziegler
212 Merchant Street, Suite 202
Honolulu, HI 96813
23. Ms. Claudia Gauen
338 Dune Circle
Kailua, HI 96734
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APPENDIX A
INFORMATION REIATIVE 'lO :EOSSIBIE
HEAIlI'H EFFECI'S ASSOCIATED WI'IH ROAI:SIDE SPRAYING
Some of the
Pesticides Used to Spray Roadside Rights-of-Way
Pesticide Active Ingredient
Arsenal Imazapyr salt
Weed Hoe 108 MSMA
-'7J Ve1par Hexazinone
Hyvar Bromaci1
Rodeo Glyphosate salt
Roundup G1yphosate salt
Dowpon Dalapon salt
Lorox Linuron
Oust Sulfometuron methyl
Diuron 80 WDG Diuron
MSMA 6 Plus Monosodium Acid
Methanearsonate
Signal Word/
Route of Entry
Caution /
Skin and Eyes
Caution /
Swallow, Skin, Eyes
Inhalation
Danger /
Skin and Eyes
Warning /
Swallow, Skin, Eyes
Inhalation
Caution /
Eyes and Inhalation
Warning /
Eyes, Skin, and Swallow
Warning /
Eyes, Skin, and
Inhalation
Caution /
Swallow, Skin, Eyes
Inhalation
Caution I
Eyes, Skin, Inhalation
Warning I
Eyes, Skin, Swallow
Caution I
Swallow, Skin, Eyes
Inhalation
School
Hawaii
SCHOOLS ALONG STATE HIGHWAYS
Location
Herbicides
Sprayed Length
Mt. View Elementary
Hookena Elementary
Honaunau Elementary
Kalanianaole Elem.
Keaau Elem. & Inter.
Pahoa High
Honokaa High
Hawaii Prep. Academy
Kohala High
Waiakea Elementary
Waiakea Inter.
Sacred Hearts
Baldwin High
Kula Elementary
Keanae Elementary
Hana High
Wailuku Elem.
Kauai
st. Theresa's
Waimea Baptist
Church PreSchool
Waimea High
Kauai CC
Lihue Hongwanji
Nursery School
King Kaumualii
Elementary
Kapaa Missionary
Church Preschool
All Saints Nursery
School
Menehune School
Hanalei School
HWY 11, MP 14.25
HWY 11, MP 101.75
HWY 11, MP 106.25
HWY 19, MP 7.0
HWY 130, MP 0.25
HWY 130, MP 11.0
HWY 240, MP 1.0
HWY 250, MP 2.5
HWY 250, MP 22.0
Route 2000, MP 0.55
Route 2000, MP 0.75
Honoapiilani Highway,
Lahaina
Kaahumanu Avenue,
Wailuku
Kula Highway, Kula
Hana Highway, Keanae
Hana Highway, Hana
S. High Street,
Wailuku
Kekaha
Waimea
Waimea
Puhi
Kupaia
Hanamaulu
Kapaa
Kapaa
Hanalei
Hanalei
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
150 ft.
500 ft.
300 ft.
200 ft.
500 ft.
50 ft.
What Physicians Don't I(now About
Occupational. Exposure to Pesticides
I,y MlIlly jllel ClIye, MD, MPH
. -"WilY 1,,.:;11 'I Illy I'II)/sicillil 111M 11I1' IIIlwr 11/1(1111 Ille I,rsliritlc
'1I/1.",.,/~ I ",11 1"rillS?"
"Wiry is s/lrr nl/ld,.I/llo r!iIlSI/o:;r 11/)/ il/llr.~s liS I'cs/ici'/.'·rrl,./I,r!
/Ii/lm il sml/s III Imsl III/ olJllio/ls I'IIS5il,i/ily?"
These ilrc queslions frequenlly ilsked by workers when
they firstle.1rn ilboul the possible 1).1zar<!s Ihey f.lee from ex-
posure 10 peslicides on lheir job. One o1nsVier is lhJt lheir
phy~iciiln Illay not hilve been 11'11;1/1'" 10 invesligate OCCUpii'
lionill exposure ilS iI cilu~e of illness.
In J 197~1 survey of U.S. mcdicJI SdlllOls. 70 % of lhe
respondinl; schools indic.,led lhey required /10 form.,1 inslruc-
lion in occupJlion.,1 or cnvironment,,1 medicine. Among lhe
30 '1v IhJl did require such instruclion. the median lime re·
quired WilS folll' hours durin/-; the four ye.lI's of me<!ic,11 educa·
lion. In cl repeat survey conduclcd in J9~4, 54'/" of the
schools included such inslruclion. but Ihe mediiln time re-
quired was still four hours (Levy 1985).
Acute, Severe Poisoning
Wh.lt most physiciJns know about peslicide toxicily is
limited 10 lhe specific signs of aculc, severe poisonings. Some
chemicals produce chJr.1Clerislic physiologic chJngcs which
mJke diagnosis easier. but almost illI of Ihese signs and symp·
toms occur only iI£ler J substanliJI exposure. In cases of direct
lsure 10 IJrge Jlllounls of cl peslicide (e.g. following a
" acc;idenlill ingeslion, or direct spray by a helicopler),
sOll1e dfeds will be so specific lhatlhey suggest Ihe diagnosis
of pesticide poisoning.
Not very ll1i1ny calegories of pesticides hilve specific
"si~~ns," however. and even lhese signals may be misintcr-
prele~! if lhe link 10 peslicide exposure is not made. Fur eXilll1-
pit.. el sign of mcxleralcly severe organophllsphJle or CM·
bJI11i1le poisoning is miosis, or pin-point pupils. If peslicide
exposure is not menlioncd by Ihe p.,licnt or hy Ihe pcrson
who brings lhe p.ltient 10 lhe emer/-;ency roOI11 or clinic,
most physicians would inilially suspect n,1rcolics .,buse
because it is Ihe 1110St cOl11mon reilson for this finding in iI pa-
Iient. When pesticide exposure is mentioned, Jnd lhe symp·
toms elre severc. mJny nursc:; ilnd physicians will recognize
Ihe presenting symplOll's ilS signs of peslicide poisoning or
will mclke tlse of a poison conlrol center Jnd other resources
10 invesligJle Ihe possibilily of peslicide poisoning.
Chronic, Low-level Poisoning
Acule severe poisonings ilre relalively r,lre. howev{'r, in
comp.lrison with low.l~v{'1 pesticide exposures elt work or in
home Jnd ~;.mlen usc. The dfeds of low·level exposure arc
Illuch mure difficult 10 diJgnose, for el number of re.,sons:
Molly Coyr 111/:> ~I'l1lr,{ 1/", I"sl five ywrs I/S fvle,{imllllveslis"lille
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(for ex,unple. J periph('l'.ll neurop.llhy d<'Vel\ll'illg sc\,er.ll
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ficllh 10 di.l/jnllse. Even Ih(' Illost sy l1l l',lllH'lir r hysiri,lll, lilli' "T'
very inlen'sled in purslmli;-"llC(II'P,11 iOllo1l d illlpgil's (c,IIN'S),
i,tls a lou!;h lime ddending .1 di.WlllSis ill (·.l~I'o; like this.
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CHEMICAL EXPOSURE AND DISEASE
Diagnostic and Investigative Techniques
By Janette D. Sherman
It is vitally imponant today that people understand the relationship between chemical exposure and
disease bener. nus book helps professionals achieve that understanding. It begins with a general discus-
sion of the scope of the problem, including a non-technical review of toxicology. The author then pro-
vides specific guidelines for obtaining an individual's work history that includes exposure to chemicals.
Actual case reports are given along with state-of-the-art bibliographies for 14 major groups of chemi-
cals, including arsenic. asbestos, chromium compounds, and epichlohydrin. These bibliographies list im-
ponant literature in chronological order--a significant aid to understanding how long the effects of a
particular chemical on human her.lth have been known or suspected. With Chemical Exposure and
Disease, professionals will bener be able to understand the risks associated with chemical exposure and
be able to make more informed decisions to improve health and prevent future hann in the workplace
and in the general environment.
CONTENTS:
Introduction. Clues to Chemically-Caused Diseases. Review-of-Systems Approach. Basis of Toxic
Effects. Inherently Dangerous Industry Approach. Case Repons Based on the Review-of Systems
Approach. Pesticidal Chemicals. Smoking, a Confounding Factor in Disease Causation. Cause-and-
Effect Decisions Based upon Scientific Opinion. What Can I Do Now? Source of Information and Data
Collection. Bibliography. Index.
272 pages, 6 x 9, illustrated.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
JA?\TETrE D. SHERMAN, M.D.• specializes in occupational medicine and toxicology. Currently run-
ning a private practice in Southfield, Michigan and Fairfax, Virginia, she evaluates cases involving
chemical exposure and serves as a clinical assistant professor in the Department of Internal Medicine at
Wayne State University, Detroit. Her experience includes teaching at Michigan State University, East
Lansing, and working for the U.S. Navy Radiological Defense Laboratory and the Atomic Energy
Commission. A staff member of Harper-Grace Hospitals and Maui Memorial Hospital, Dr. Sherman
also lectures, does consulting, conducts research, and writes for several professional publications on
issues related to chemically-induced diseases.
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,APPENDIX B
~ vmErATION MANAGEMENT roLICIFS AND P.RACI'ICE'S
"OIHER" STATES AND CXJUNTIFS
Notification and Posting
On June 21, 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that federal law
permits local governments to regulate the manufacture, sale and use
of pesticides. (The 9-0 decision is a victory for many towns and
cities which have been challenged in court by pesticide applicants
and lobbyists). Under the rUling, local ordinances can control when,
where and how pesticides are used and require posting and notification.
VERMONT
"No Spray" areas are flagged along the highway, notification is
pUblished in the newspapers and broadcasted on the radio before
spraying.
MAINE
The D.O.T. provides public notification of imminent spraying in the
media,of a targeted locality,and puts signs on the spray trucKS
with the name of the pesticide being used.
In addition, the department will be installing 500 signs with the
fOllowing message, "Warning--Brush Control, Herbicide Used On This
Route" These signs will be permanently installed where herbicides
are routinely used.
Lane County, Oregon
In an effort to allow individuals, including chemically sensitive
individuals, to further reduce their exposure to chemical residues
resulting from herbicide applications to the right-of-ways, the
D.D.T. has been advised to post notices in the areas where applications
are anticipated.
and much of the reduction
WISCONSIN
poke with James Ritzer, Landscape Development Program Manager, Divison
of Highways and Transportation Services.
They have approximately 150,000 acres of roadsides.
Wisconsin has always had a natural roadside philosophy and their mainten-
ance pOlicy has always been to preserve and regenerate native vegetation.
~They have reduced herbicide use sUbstantially
( was prompted by employee input.
They are also interested in reducing mowing.
Please refer to attached article from Public Works Magazine, March 19~
for more information.
In 1983, the Department drastically reduced herbicide use in compliance
with State ground water protection legislation and Federal hazardous
material legislation.
The concept of "Natural Roadsides" is not new to Wisconsin. "Natural
oadsides" means roadsides that contain undisturbed or re-established
ative plant communities and land forms.
As early as 1975, the Department began implementing numerous pilot
projects which reintroduced native vegetation back into roadsides.
Fifteen counties have already benefited from these projects. Other
Midwestern States such as Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois have joined
Wisconsin in the search for answers to similar roadside vegetation
challenges. Interestingly, each has returned to a native plant solution~
looking to the past and discovering answers for the future.
The goal of Wisconsin's D.O.T. for the 1990's is preservation and re-"
establishment of "native vegetation" in support of highway needs. They
feel that the benefits of pursuing this pOlicy far exceed the labor,
energy and environmental costs required to sustain a vegetation pOlicy
based largely on non-native plant species.
"
e ata d y of Nat raJ Roadsides
JAMES RITZER
Mr. Ritzer is Roadsides Program Man-
ager at the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation, Division of Highways and
Transportation Services, Madison, Wis-
consin.
NATURAL roadsides are the resultof preserving or restoring native
vegetation - the plant life growing in
an area at or before settlement time.
For Wisconsin communities this in-
cludes a wide range of vegetation
types subdivided under major head-
ings such as forests, savanna, and
prairie. Examples range from trees
such as bur oak, sugar maple, and
white pine, to grasses like big and lit-
tle blue stem, Indian grass, and switch
grass. Wisconsin natives also include
wildflowers such as coneflower,
prairie blazing star, compass plant,
and in shady places, trilium and
bloodroot.
Since limited mowing is associated
with natural roadsides, some obser-
vers suggest that a "natural roadside"
is an excuse for neglect. This may in
part be due to the energy crisis of the
1970s when previously mowed areas
were left unmowed to save fuel and
maintenance funds. Truly "natural"
roadsides do not just happen because
mowing is curtailed. They are
planned, and through prescribed
management and culture continue to
evolve over time.
Until recently, roadside vegetation
management or maintenance in
many North Central States was gen-
erally patterned after turf or lawn
maintenance programs. The princi-
pal activities were mowing for height
control, and spraying or mowing to
control broadleaf weeds and en-
croaching woody plants. Extensive
roadside areas became turf grass
monocultures sprinkled with invad-
ers like quack grass. A program em-
phasizing controls can easily convey
the negative image of roadsides as
idle land.
Planning for Performance
Under Adverse Conditions
Cool season lawn or turf grasses
perform well in the home lawn and on
golf courses where they usually re-
ceive sufficient water and nutrients.
Over thousands of highway miles,
however, soil types and growing con-
ditions vary greatly. The several typi-
cally specified cool season lawn gras-
ses do not necessarily adapt well to
the range of conditions found along
highways. In many areas the vegeta-
tion performs poorly so that under
stress it may fail, and erosion occurs.
Native herbaceous vegetation, on
the other hand, includes various gras-
ses and broadleafed plants and toler-
ates a wide range of soil types and
growing conditions. The limited mow-
ing typical of natural roadsides allows
for extensive root system develop-
ment to resist erosion. The native
vegetation's variety and adaptability
provide a reserve to sustain the
cover through adverse conditions.
Natural roadsides then, have the
capacity to fulfill their intended high-
way function while providing a pre-
serve of native flora and fauna for
years to come. They offer the best
known long term means to anchor soil
and thereby prevent erosion. Their
rich esthetic quality provides
motorists with endless forms, tex-
tures, colors, and hues compounded
by seasonal changes. They also pos-
sess an appropriateness earned by
individual organisms evolving to fit
their niche and interact with their sur-
roundings. In addition to all these
benefits associated with flora, they
provide habitat for the wildlife we
often take for granted.
Developing a satisfactory cover to
hold soil in place and prevent erosion
is a serious responsibility for land
managers, who are accountable not
only to contemporary masters, but to
future generations. It is estimated that
since settlement time, one-third of all
the topsoil in the United States has
been lost to erosion. This is significant
and regrettable, but surely it is more
important to concentrate on preserv-
ing the remaining two thirds than to
fret over what is already lost.
Even though AIdo Leopold, a foun-
der of the Wilderness Society and au-
thor of the environmental classic, A
Sand C01J,nty Almanac, made allow-
ances for the mistakes of our ances-
tors, he would expect today's mana-
gers to profit from the lessons of his-
tory. In his essay, "The Round River"
he wrote, "Our grandfathers did not,
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• UNMOWED areas should appear to be left unmowed by design rather than by default.
If Ibnlted mowing Is performed with an appreciation for esthetics, the delineation
between the mowed and unmowed sections can enhance the qualityofnatural roadsides.
could not know the origin of their
prairie empire. They killed off the
prairie fauna and they drove the flora
to last refuge on railroad embank-
ments and roadsides. To our en-
gineers this flora is merely weeds and
brush; they ply it with grader and
mower. Through processes of plant
succession predictable by any
botanist, the prairie garden becomes
a refuge for quack grass. After the
garden is gone, the highway depart-
ment employs landscapers to dot the
quack with elms, and with artistic
clumps of Scotch pine, Japanese bar-
berry, and Spiraea. Conservation
committees, en route to some im-
portant convention, whiz by and
applaud this zeal for roadside
beauty."
About 150,000 acres of the Wiscon-
sin Trunk Highway System is devoted
to roadsides. If only one percent of
that land were erodable, and if one
inch of topsoil were lost from that one
percent, it would be equivalent to the
loss of over 200,000 cu yd of topsoil, a
significant part of the precious re-
maining two thirds of this resource.
Managing Natural Growth
In the 1950s WlSconsin's highway
planners and roadside specialists
made a decision that was a significant
turning point in the state's history and
philosophy of roadside maintenance.
'~s they envisioned the extensive
'oadside areas associated with the
proposed interstate system, they be-
came concerned by the prospective
maintenance responsibilities. To sof-
ten the impact of anticipated
additional work, they recommended
that selected areas be left unmowed.
Subsequent policy changes replaced
the control-based program that re-
sulted in a mowed pure grass cover,
with a program based on concern for
the plant community and its perfor-
mance.
Recognizing that a program re-
quires more than reduced mowing,
policies for natural roadsides began to
evolve. It became evident that a
natural roadside policy requires di-
rection, including goals or objectives
and the methods and means to
achieve them. Three evident and im-
portant goals for roadside vegetation
management are: 1) protection of the
highway facility; 2) user safety; and 3)
pleasing esthetics and ecological re-
spect.
Although often overlooked or taken
for granted in roadside management
programs, the principal way to pro-
tect the highway facility and provide
user safety is the soil. It is carefully
designed and placed around abut-
ments and next to the pavement
shoulder. Like modeling clay it is
shaped and contoured to accept
water and dissipate its energy. It is
smoothed to carry errant vehicles
safely and should be placed to provide
pleasing transitions and facilitate
plant growth.
Vegetation is relied upon as the best
means to hold soil in place; it performs
so well it is literally taken for granted.
With concern and diligent application
of our ever expanding knowledge,
roadside vegetation can do an even
better job of anchoring valuable top-
soil. A roadside program dedicated to
preserving the roadside resource
should place as much or more im-
portance on plant performance as on
plant control. A program emphasizing
controls presumes that there is some-
thing to control.
The management responsibilities of
a natural roadsides program should
include: sustaining and enhancing
vegetation, repairing damage to the
vegetation, and controlling vegeta-
tion.
Sustaining and Enhancing Vege-
tation. Matching vegetation to the site
is an important cultural way to im-
prove plant cover and restore native
plant communities. Native vegetation
is appropriate for most roadside
areas, especially along rural high-
ways. It is uniquely suited to sites
within its range. Attempts to develop
natural roadsides would be based on
a native vegetation, an inventory of
existing vegetation, soil information,
site observations, specialists' recom-
mendations, and a plan.
Changing the plant composition of
vegetation inunediately adjacent to
the shoulder or curb may dramati-
cally improve the cover and soil pro-
tection in these hostile areas. Mixes of
low growing cool and warm season
grasses and salt tolerant legumes per-
formed quite well in tests. In these
shoulder areas and in urban settings
where regular mowings are permit-
ted or required as an exception to a
limited mowing policy, these plant
mixes may be most appropriate. Al-
though some of these plants may not
be native to the area, they are cover
that tolerates mowing and provides a
transition from the highway to adja-
cent land uses.
For selected problem areas, chang-
ing the soil pH and adding nutrients
may improve plant performance. In
addition to modifying the plant com-
munity and improving growing condi-
tions, mowing, selective weed con-
trol, burning, and even regrading will
advance plant cover.
Repairing Damage to the Vegeta-
tion. On numerous roadside areas,
vegetation has failed and erosion is a
problem. Erosion may go unnoticed
for years, compounding its effects
with time. While erosion damages
roadsides, off-site effects such as pol-
luted waterways and inundated wet-
land are even more costly and lasting.
Vigilance and timely repairs not only
save money, but avert more serious
damage and loss of topsoil. Again, at-
tention to plant performance should
drastically reduce erosion problems.
Controlling Vegetation. In a
natural roadside program, control
measures must be governed by
management requirements and
geared to plant performance. The In-
tegrated Pest Management (IPM) ap-
proach to vegetation maintenance is
especially appropriate for natural
roadsides. This approach, dating
back to the 1920s, relies on naturally
occurring checks and balances and
cultural practices as well as mechani-
cal and chemical controls. The great
variety in natural roadside plant
communities provides built-in con-
trols that may effectively keep pests at
"acceptable levels."
Roadside Design
Public response to natural roadside
esthetics, especially negative re-
sponse, is often directed at vegetation
control practices. Total control usu-
ally applies to highway shoulders,
judged inappropriate for vegetation.
Shoulders, although part of the road-
way, have a propensity for supporting
plant growth. They should serve as a
refuge where the motorist can slow
down and stop if necessary and
should look safe and stable with a
smooth, uniform, unobstructed,
vegetation-free surface. Grading, ap-
plying herbicides, or combining the
two are the usual means of vegetation
control.
Height control generally means
mowing, but cultural methods and
chemical growth regulators may also
apply. Mowing is probably the most
noticeable roadside vegetation
management activity. Natural road-
sides limit mowing, usually to the area
adjacent to the shoulder and areas
requiring height control for safety. A
minimum cut height should be estab-
lished at six inches or more. Since
mowing weakens vegetation and ac-
tually reduces the root system of gras-
ses and companion plants, increasing
height of cut effectively improves
cover and reduces erosion.
Although the cultural benefits of
natural roadsides can be substan-
tiated and the benefits of limited mow-
ing and regenerating native vegeta-
tion outweigh those of a turf grass
monoculture, the esthetics of natural
roadsides are not universally ac-
cepted. Many motorists and roadside
maintenance specialists still prefer
the uniformly green, regularly
mowed turf-like roadside. Personal
taste and preference can change,
however, -especially if managers
avoid practices that detract from
natural roadside beauty. More
motorists are recognizing the ecologi-
cal benefit ofnatural roadside variety.
They appreciate the multiple textures
and colors and the typically uninter-
rupted transition from roadside to ad-
jacent lands.
Perhaps the most significant visual
element of limited mowing is the de-
lineation line between mowed and
unmowed areas, a possible distrac-
tion for motorists that may elicit com-
plaints. Wherever the line crosses the
motorist's field of vision, it is a strong
visual element. Gently flowing curved
lines that follow contours are restful
and pleasing to the viewer, while jag-
ged and interrupted lines are disturb-
ing and unpleasant. Areas should ap-
pear to be left unmowed by design
rather than by default. The mower
operator should visualize unmowed
areas as the positive rather than the
negative part of the roadside scene. If
limited mowing is performed with an
appreciation for esthetics, the deline-
ation between mowed and unmowed
can enhance natural roadsides rather
than detract from them.
Noxious weed control methods in-
clude mowing to reduce seed prolif-
eration, cultural manipulation to
favor more desirable native species,
and chemical treatment to stop veg-
etative growth. Noxious weeds must
be identified to focus control meas-
ures on the weeds rather than the en-
tire roadside. Coupled with vegeta-
tion enhancement measures, selec-
tive weed control should see perma-
nent native plants gradually replace
noxious weeds. Wisconsin statutes
consider the Canada thistle, leafy
spurge, and field bindweed to be nox-
ious weeds.
Woody plant control should reflect a
basic understanding and respect for
their physiology and culture. Woody
plants cover large areas of Wisconsin
and other mid-west states, adding im-
portant visual dimension to roadsides.
Their extensive root systems bolster
those of companion herbaceous
plants and help prevent erosion.
Their stems and leaves provide bar-
riers that resist and diminish the
harmful effects of wind on the land.
Their sizes and shapes add variety to
the landscape while providing shade,
cover, food, and fiber for man and
animals. Severe and improper prun-
ing of woody plants leave them physi-
cally damaged and shocked. The
visual effect of drastic control meas-
ures is akin to discord and lack of
harmony. Woody plants deserve re-
spect and control measures based on
a considered management program
and plan.
Many of Wisconsin's roadsides
have benefited from reduced mowing
and selective use of herbicides for
noxious weed control. Policy changes
evolving from decisions made in the
late 1950s are manifesting in numer-
ous and growing areas of naturally
regenerating native vegetation. Na-
tive grasses are proliferating from
remnants left along roadsides at con-
struction time or from adjacent lands.
Native wildflowers are appearing in
growing numbers. Sustained
commitment, recognition, and grow-
ing respect for this resource are ex-
pected to ensure that the trend con-
tinues.
State Policy Evolves
With confidence in the commitment
for natural roadsides and increasing
evidence of the success of natural re-
generation, Wisconsin is accelerating
its restoration efforts. Under the di-
rection of Ted Stephenson, P.E.,
state maintenance engineer for high-
ways, the division is moving ahead
with a broad based program. Until re-
cently, carefully selected small areas
were planted or seeded with native
vegetation. In December 1987, how-
ever, the department contracted to
seed and plant native trees, shrubs,
grasses, and wildflowers along a 42-
mile section of rural freeway in Wis-
consin's central sands area. The proj-
ect was designed by Professor Johp.
Harrington of the University of Wis-
consin, assisted by Department of
Landscape Architecture student's
specializing in native vegetation re-
storation.
U.S. Highway 51 was selected be-
cause it was recently improved anc;l
because conventional seed mixes and
some introduced plants do poorly in
the sandy soils. The plan required
planting 42 species of native woody
plants in small to medium sizes. Na-
tive plants are sometimes in short
supply in the nursery trade, so plant
collection was permitted for selected
species like bur oak and American
hazelnut. Three different methods
were used to seed over 11,000 lb of
native and salt tolerant species. Seed
was applied through a range land
seeder to previously prepared seed
beds and into existing cover with a
no-till attachment. Seed was also
applied in water by a conventional
hydroseeder at selected sites. The
contract allowed for or required
planting and seeding during three
seasons, spring and fall 1988 and
spring 1989. This provided more time
to acquire plants and seed (often in
short supply) and broadened the
range of seeding periods for perfor-
mance evaluation.
This project is considered a demon-
stration area and formal evaluations
will continue under Professor Har-
rington at least through 1994.. The 1988
drought resulted in some plant loss
and slowed development by at least a
growing season. Remarkably, woody
plant losses during 1988 were kept
below ten percent due primarily to
faithful watering by the contractor,
Tillman Landscape Nursery Inc.,
Green Bay, Wisconsin. More time is
needed to evaluate seedling losses,
but initial observations indicate that
performance may have been set back
rather than terminated.
A committee of specialists, public
officials, interested groups, and pri-
vate citizens are also sharing their
knowledge and experience for the
benefit of roadsides. A vegetation
management plan will soon require
an inventory of existing vegetation
and will rely on input from the
demonstration project and the com-
mittee. Since roadside vegetation is
made up of complex evolving com-
munities, the plan will be a dynamic
vegetation management document.
Natural roadsides are appropriate
not only because of cost savings and
esthetics, but for the cultural benefits
of mixed stands and because such
programs stress plant cover perfor-
mance. They are more than neglected
or unmowed turf, because they result
from a plan built on sound and proven
culture.
Natural roadsides, then, are stately
trees. They are shrubs that provide
habitat for birds, and foil the drifting
snow. Natural roadsides will not look
like a golf course or the home lawn
because they are not expected to.
They have color and texture, shades
and hues. They have hidden rare
gems. They have variety and a rich
heritage of tall grasses that sway in
the breeze and are warmly referred
to as the "inland sea." This theme is
eloquently stated in an excerpt of a
presentation by nationally recognized
landscape architect, Jens Jensen.
Speaking to the Wausau Institute on
July 13, 1940, he said, "I like to see our
roadsides pla.'1.ted with such native
plants as are indigenous to the region
and in that way become a part of its
environment. This is very important,
and that is art.
"The roadside planting should be
done in a way that views of the fields
and farmsteads - of distant woods
and hills should not be shut out. The
fast disappearing prairie flowers must
find a place along our highways, and
our woodland flowers will be at home
in the shady places. We hunger for
color -look at the electric signs in our
cities, the colony of small houses
shooting up everywhere, a palette
of gay colors - a new adventure in
community life - typically American.
"You have a beautiful state gifted
with all the charm and loveliness of
nature. God has been good to you in
giving you so much of his infinite
beauty. You are its keepers, not its
destroyers. Wisconsin speaks a noble
language every day to you. Listen and
learn. Follow that advice - it is
sound. It is native. It is home. Enrich
your roadsides, your parks, your
schools, your home with this native
beauty for yourself and for those that
follow you." 000
WASHINGTON
Spoke with Larry Rus, Senior Environmental Project Manager for D.O.T.
They are in the process of doing an E.I.S. now. They hired a consultant
for this and started working approximately one year ago on it. The draft
statement will be ready next spring and the final will be ready in approx-
imately one year.
The reason they decided to do an E.I.S. was because of all the criticism
they received from environmental groups due to the use of herbicides.
They decided to make their programs available for pUblic review and input.
They also have a State Environmental Policy Act with which they must comply.
They are already using biological methods of vegetation management including
using native, low-growing plants along their roadways.
VERMONT
Spoke with Craig Lawson, Maintenance Engineer for Agency of Transportation.
Vermont, after much prodding from citizen groups, has taken one of the
most progressive stances towards ROW maintenance. In 1986, the governor
announced that their statewide policy would require both state agencies
and private applicators to develop schedules that demonstrate movement
toward less pesticide-dependence in ROW vegetation management.
They have a mowing policy and a wildflower planting program. They use
very controlled amounts of herbicides on guardrails and airport lights,
etc. They have nearly 3,000 miles of state roadways.
They have a fUll-time person that works in planting along ROWs. He is
a landscape technician named Craig Dusablon who maintains a nursery and
a greenhouse for flowers and trees. According to Mr. Dusablon, "Our
goal as land stewards is to manage the roadsides in a manner that blends
the role of functional vegetation management into the surrounding natural
areas. Highway beautification itself is a by-product of this functional
role."
Management tools such as site inventories, analysis of plant communities,
habitats and successional predictions are used to get a clear understanding
of the ecology and landscape dynamics, which aids in the development of
lanning strategies.
They have been able to cut back herbicide use 50% in past three years.
NEBRASKA
Spoke with Terry Cederstrom, Federal Environmental Protection Specialist.
Mr. Cederstrom envisions beautiful highways across the entire nation-
all planted in native vegetation. He talked about former President
Johnson's initiative from twenty years ago, the purpose of which was
to get states involved in roadside beautification, especially with
the use of wildflowers. A law was passed in 1987 to implement that
initiative. The Federal Highway Adminstration has a manual out that
instructs D.C.T.'s how to get involved in roadside be,autification.
Mr. Cederstrom indicated that all states should have looked into this
already, and if our state hasn't yet, he encouraged us to do so as soon
as possible. There is federal funding available for states to assist
them in planting. Native vegetation is considered most desirable.
Mr. Cederstrom also stated that natives on rights-of-ways is cheaper
to maintain than grasses such as bermuda.
MAINE
Spoke with Clyde Walton, Manager of Landscape and Environmental
Mitigation for D.O.T.
Since the 1960's, Maine's D.O.T. has maintained a "No Spray" registry
which identifies those residents of roadside properties who are exempt
from the spray program. The department also furnishes the "No Spray"
signs. In turn, those residents must appropriately manage their property.
The Department also provides pUblic notification of imminent spraying
in the media of a targeted locality and puts signs on the spray trucks
with the name of the pesticide being used.
The state will be installing 500 signs stating, "Warning--Brush Control,
Herbicide Used On This Route". These signs will be permanen~y installed
where herbicides are routinely used. The cost to the state for the
manufacture and installation is $70,000.
They used to get 40-50 protest calls per day when they were using more
herbicides. They have reduced their herbicide rates in last 10 years.
They have gone from 1~ gallons per mile to 1/5 of a gallon (product
formulation). They do selective spraying on tree species only, one
time per year.
They have buffer zones for environmentally sensitive areas that have
been identified.
If a home is less than 150 feet from the street, they do not spray.
They mow as much as they can to strengthen turf grasses and for
erosion control.
-They are also looking into sustainable ways to plant with crown vetch
and other nitrogen-fixing legumes.
In 1984, a statewide group, the Maine Organic Farmers and Growers Assoc.
began to keep a sepqrate no-spray registry, making it available to all
licensed applicators for reference when they are spraying ROW.
TEXAS
Spoke with Craig Steffens, Landscape Architect of Department of Transpor-
tation.
According to Mr. Steffens, they have one million acres of highway ROW's.
(editorial remark--what else would Texas have! ha)
They've come along way in a short time--they have been implementing a
program that was already in tact.
They have been working with nature instead of against it. Nature has a
symbiotic plant community that works together and are basically mainten-
ance free. They want to get away from monocultures.
They have a vegetation management plan that is very site specific and
varies according to the location. When considering vegetation they
always take advantage of what's already there, providing it is suitable.
They now use herbicides to take out invasive species, but their goal is
to get back to~native, environmentally sound, grass community. They are
in the process of getting grasses established and then planting wild-
flowers.
Mr. Steffens feels that using range-management techniques along roadways
is a very wise approach.
Spoke with Will Zitterich, Maintenance Services Engineer & Steve
H~lland, Integrated Roadside Management Co-ordinator
A law was passed two years ago, stating that the department shall mow
weeds wherever possible and practical. The decision to mow or not to
mow was not determined by whether it was economical or not.
From 1985 to the present time, they have reduced their herbicide use
from 40,~QO gallons to approximately 7,000 gallons. Herbicides are
now usedrdn perennial noxious weeds. They used to have approx. twenty
court claims per year connected with herbicide use, now they have none
to one.
Their mowing costs range from $13 ~ $22 per acre, their herbicide
costs range from $20 to $30 per acre, but the mowing must be done more
frequently, bearing in mind, the end result is totally different.
They have been planting native species for many years. One disadvan-
tage is that some individuals feel that they need to be burned period-
ically in order to thrive, but there is some new evidence that this
may not necessarily be so. One person indicated that burning them
once every five years,if at all, might be totally adequate.
They have an Integrated Roadside Management Co-ordinator who feels
that doing away with all chemicals all at once may not necessarily
be the best way to go; phasing them out whenever and wherever possible,
made more sense to him.
ILLINOIS
Spoke with Larry Stainton, Chief of Roadside Maintenance.
The State of Illinois has three road systems, State, County, and City.
The D.O.T. maintains approximately 135,000 acres of roadsides.
In 1978, the Department of Transportation and the Department of Conser-
vation started a cooperative seedling planting program which has been
very successful in the beautification of state highway roadsides, in
increasing wildlife habitat, and in contributing to a better environment.
Since the inception of the program, this cooperative effort has resulted
in the planting of more than one million seedlings along state highways
throughout the State •.
In 1980, the D.O.T. initiated a prairie restoration program and at the
present time, approximately 2,400 acres of the roadsides are seeded
with prairie grasses and wildflowers. The establishment of native
plants, not only represents an attractive, low maintenance roadside
planting alternative, but also is a pleasant visual reminder of the
State's native grassland heritage.
Tied closely with the philosophy of prairie restoration is the D.O.T's
"Operation wildflower Program". The National Council of State Garden
Clubs agreed to cooperate with the State Highway Department and the
Federal Highway Administration in a program designed to promote the
propagation and growth of wildflowers along their federal-aid highways.
The D.O.T. also plants wildflowers as part of highway landscaping
projects to meet the program requirements of the Federal Surface
Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (STURAA),
which qualifies them for federal aid. At least one-quarter of one
percent of funds expended for a landscaping project must be used to
plant wildflowers, unless a waiver has been granted.
In 1976, the D.O.T. in cooperation with the Department of Conservation,
initiated th~ ~Drrpn~ rn~d manaaement practices and reduced the mowing
program on all interstate and primary highways under State jurisdiction.
The purpose of the limited mowing is to conserve gasoline, prevent soil
erosion, reduce maintenance costs, protect wildflower and tree seed-
lings along the highways and provide cover for nesting wildlife.
In addition, the Departments of Transportation and Conservation are
members of a task force assisting the Illinois Natural History Survey
in the research project "Corridors for Tomorrow: A Proposal to Use
Highway Corridors to Restore Biodiversity in Illinois." Also included
in the task force are representatives from the Department of Energy
and Natural Resources, state universities, and other interested groups.
• NAnVE grasses and broad I,.f flowering plants enhance the
roadside vista of the Edens Expressway, a part<way·type facility.
LARRY STAINTON, LA.
Chle', Roadside Maintenance
and Emergency Service.,
Ilnnole Department of Transportation,
Sprlnglll!ld, IlIInol.
WHEN circumstances dictatedthat illinois scale--down its road·
side mowing and seeding program.
the state began to look for cost-
effective vegetation alternatives to
traditional grasses.
Roadside management policy along
state maintained highways ill lllinois
during the 19505 and 19605 was to
mow the entire right.of.way. The
roadside was considered an extension
of the motorist's front yard. and was
maintained as such. A typical rural
roadside during this era was mowed
four to five times a year. In urban interstates were reduced to an S-ft duced maintenance orten resulted in
are8$, sL'C to ten mowings per year swath beyond the shoulder break and declining turfquality and unattractive
were common. Acres mowed ex- on ramps at rural interchanges. roadside appearance. ,_ .", ,
ceeded 500,000 annually. Mowing Highway medians less than 80 ft wide Noting the decliningturi'grassqual-
costs surpassed $5 million in 1968. were mowed. Urban areas were ity, several district landscape ar·
Reduced funds and manpower in mowed according to each highway cllitects started plantingsmall areas of
1969 gave birth to the lllinois Depart- district office guidelines. Primary native prairie grasses in the 1970s. Ini.
mento of Transportation's (lOOT) first highways were generally mowed to lially, the prairie grasses were con-
limited mowing policy. As part of this the ditch line. '. sidered primarily decorative and a
program, two-lane primary highways From 1974 through 1983, statewide reminder of the "Prairie State" status
were generally mowed to ditch line in mowed acres decreased to less than that Illinois once held: However,
rural areas and to the right-oE.way in 200,000 mowed acres annually, but since 1980, mOT began lookine at the
urban areas and in front of resi- then began rising: 1984, 260,000 acres; state's native grasses and forbs (broad
dences. Interstate highways were 1985, 240,000 acres; and 1986, about leaved nowering plants) tor more
, mowed to the ditch line or followed 250,000 acres. An increase in undesir.' utilitarian purposes such as broad ap-
selective or ~'architectura1",mowing able weeds and woody vegetation, plication along highway roadsides. "
lines established by the district land- along roadsides and public requests In spring 1979, mOT began rl!con~ ,
, seape architects. Mowing frequency for more mowing were responsible. structing 1.94, 'also known as Edens
was reduced to ~ree mowings per, 'The highway roadside environ., Expressway. Built in the 19505 as a
year. ' :,' •.:".::,~,: :~~" , .. ' ,.o. , ,,: ment, particularly in urban areas, has parkway-type faciUty;I.94 runs paral- "
The success of this fU'St reduced' always been hostile to plant life. The leI to Lake Michigan:::'and stretches ':~.'
mowing program from 1969 to 1973, soils along the roadsides are highly {rom Chicago north int~,the ~ubW:bs. ': ' ,",
was somewhat limited, except on; variable in structure quality, and ori· The construction plans caned for re- :
interstates where the architectural.- 'gin and usually contain a considerable _ moving and replacing all pavement, . ,." '::;
mowing concept was publicized and " admixture of rock and other types oC: , using the adjacenn'oadsideJor.aIl t:e<.~:~· :,:~
well received by the motorist. Annual , debris. Often the soils are highly com- '" 'building functions; including stockpil. :-:;',~
acres mowed during this five-year, pacted, poorly drained, and saturated ing and processing oC materiel trom :~";~'
ptlriod steadlly decreased to 330,000 with road, salt, motor oils, and fuels. the recycled pavement:All this activ- . , ':=_'
acres in 1973. ' ' The turf and other plants in a roadside ity would destroy the existing road-' - ,.. - '
Th~ 1974 nationwide en@rgy crisis environment are also exposed to salt" side vegetation, making restoration'
_ along with additional maintenance spray, lead, and other airborne pol. difficult. Based on the recom-
budget cuts - created a need for lutants. drought, insect pests. and mendations of Charlie Gouveia, InOT
further mowing reductions. As a re- weed infestation. The combination of district landscap@ architect, and his
suIt, the mowln~ guidelines along these environmental stresses and reo staff, it was decided to use the 1-94
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• IN 1971, "arch'tectura'" mowing was used as a cost-cutting measure.
arrti forbs could provide an ec~
nomic:al and practical cover for prob-
lem roadside sites.
The first sites were seeded in July
1980 and completed in summer 1981.
A total of eight acres was seeded in
• 1980 and 31 acres in 1981. Native grass
'~dswere placed with a special grass
(ill, manufactured by Trua."C Com·
pany, Minneapolis, Minnesota, at the
· rate of 211b of prairie grasses and 21b
• - of forbs per acres. A cover crop of 2S
Ib of perennial rye, 50 Ib of seed oats,
and 1 lb of annual flowers was also
- planted to avoid soU erosion and a
bare look the first year. The composi·
tion ot torbs in the seed mix was vari·
able according to seed availability at
the time of planting. After seeding,
the area was mulched with 2 tons of
straw per acre.
Promising Results
By the end of the 1981 growing sea-
son, the growth of the grasses and an·
nual flowers were quite encouraging.
During the last five growing seasons
(1982.1986), the prairie grasses and
forbs have become well established
and now function as viable and aUrae-
tive roadside plantings. The econom·
ics of using native grasses and forbs
were also very good, based upon ae·
tual bid prices as compared to con-
ventional highway seeding specifi.
cations used in the Chicago area.
Since the initial Edens Expressway
project, prairie grasses have been
planted along various routes in the
Chicago metropolitan area, including
the Kennedy Expressway, e.-st oC
O'Hare Airport.
In 1981-1982, a 23-mile section of
1-55 between Bloomington and Lincoin
in central Illinois was overseeded
with various prairie grasses and
forbs. In this project, 300 acreS of
xisting highway turf were over·
eded from the edge of the outside
'ghway shoulders to the right-of-way
60
been quite successful, but not the
Corbs.
In the early 19805, several prairie
grass planting projects were com·
pleted throughout Illinois. including:
1-474, Peoria Bypass; I-57, south of
Mt. Vernon; I-57 rest area 'north of
. Kankakee; and portions of 1-39 (U.S.
51), south ofRocktord. In 1983, a Class
IV Prairie Seeding Specification was
added to mOT's Standard Sp@cifi.
cations for Highway Construction
Book.
Another native grass being tested
on Chicago expressways is buffalo
grass. Known to thrive on dry, sandy
soil, once established it spreads to
form a low, tough turf that requires
only occasional mowing due to Its low
natural height (6 in.) Buffalo grass can
sustain extreme heat or cold and dry
soils because its origins are in North
Oakota. We hope to maintain an ac-
ceptable stand of turf on urban ex-
pressways with buffalo grass as the
main ingredient. A mixture of buffalo
grass and salt grasses was seeded in
1985 on about ten acres of 1-90 (Ken.
nedy EA-pressway) near the Chicago
downtowt:\ loop area.
During the past several years, we
have been working on a specialized
grass mL"Cture for use on roadside
areas of potential high salt concen·
trations. Thanks to the expertise and
help from Northrup King Company.
we were able to develop a salt-
resistant grass blend for use on road-
side areas within 25 ft from the edge of
the pavement. Included in this seed
mixture of Dawson red fescue and
Scaldis hard fescue, is Fults pucci'n-
nella ail/la.ns (fults alkali grasS), a salt
grass discovered growing along the
Chicago expressways 15 years ago.
This salt resistant grass mixture is also
included in our Standard Specifi-
cations tor Road Construction.
Complementing IDOT's various
roadside native grass plantings are
cies. For several Veal's. we have b-een
working with the" Illinois Department
of Conservation in the planting of na-
tive prairie wildflowers along state
roadsides (rest areas, etc.) During the
past eight years IDOT has been work.
ing with the Garden Club of Illinois.
.Inc. on various "Operation Wild·
flower" roadside planting projects
throughout the state. The Garden'
Club purchases the seeds or plants
and IDOT plants the material at road-
side locations chosen by both agen-
cies. . .
To date, mOT has been very satis·
fied with the results of the native veg·
etation planting projects. From a
practical standpoint, ne.tive vegeta~
tion offers the following advantages:
• Genetically adapted to local cli-
mate and soil conditions.
• Tolerates adverse road condi.
tions (poor drainage, soil compaction,
pollution).
• Grows and responds to almost no
post-plomting care.
• Highly competitive in exposed
areas to weed invasion.
• Unmowed mature grass is esthet-
ically pleasing.
• Cost competitive with cool sea·
son grass mixtures. .
On the other side of the coin there
are some inherent problems and
things to keep in mind when using
native vegetation:
• Availability of seed in sufiicien,t
quantity for each project.
+ Flexibility of varying forb
(flower) species in seeding mL-dures.
• Determining correct quantities of
native grasses required per acre.
• Evaluating different seeding
dates for forbs and grasses.
+ When overseeding existing turf,
determine most effective method of
establishing forbs.
• Determine effective long-term
momagement of native grasses/forbs.
mOT's goal in its roadside native
vegetation program is not to convert
every single roadside acre to native
vegetation. However, there are vast
areas atong Illinois roadsides, such as
wide rights-of-way, interchange
areas, steep cuts, and rills, etc., in
which native vegetation can be
planted. We believe the establish-
ment of native grasses interspersed
with prairie flowers along Illinois
roadsides is not only suitable to the
extreme conditions adjacent to the
state's highways, but also a pleasant
visual reminder of the state's grass-
land heritage. DOC
The precedlnB article is based on a pre-
sentation made at the 3rd Annual National
Roadside Vegetation Manallement As-
sociation Conference, October is to 17, St.
Louis, Missouri.
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Background Information
The cooperative seedling planting program, started in 1978 by the
Illinois Department of Transportation and the Illinois Department
of Conservation, has been very successful in increasing wildlife
habitat and the beautification of state highway roadsides. The
purpose of this ongoing cooperative roadside planting program is
as foll ows:
•
•
•
--
Increase the sceni c ameni t1 es along hi ghway corr;dors on ""
projects where landscaping funds are not available.
Extending the amount of cover and edge available to wildlife.
Prevent and/or diminish soil erosion.
Improve the potential of future fiber reserves •.
Protect specific areas along highways from drifting snow.
Reduce headlight"glare in areas where this particular hazard
is a problem.
General educational benefits.
The Department of Conservation grows and supplies the seedlings
whi1e the Department of Transportation plants the seedlings along
. selected highway roadside locations. Since the inception of the
program, this successful cooperative effort has resulted in the
planting of more than one million seedlings along state highways
'throughout the state.
..
\ ."
Other lOOT Roadside Planting Programs
• Prairie Planting Along State Highways
The Department of Transportation, one of the largest landholder
of public lands in the state, has recognized the potential of
the rights-of-way as sites to re-create the native Illinois
prairie environment. During the past eight years, the
Department has planted prairie grasses and wildflowers (forbs)
during roadway construction on various sections of Illinois
highways. ~ added benefit of prairie plants is their
-1f~ contribution to a reduction 1n maintenance costs because they
~ ~equire no mowing. Prairie plantings are ideal for erosian
control because of their deep roAting systerrLs. This, in turn,
helps to keep roadside ditches and adjacent streams free from
silt that cauld find its way into these water courses.
Some of the more noticeable prairie projects are along:
Interstate 474 (Peoria Bypass)
Interstate 94 (Edens Expressway. Chicago)
Interstate S5 (Bloomington to lincoln)
!nterstate 255 (East St. Louis Area)
The prairie grass plantings are spe~ified along roadside areas
(wide right-of-way, baCKslopes, interchanges, etc.) that are
inc1uded in the limited mowing program. lhe use of herbicides
is restricted from areas planted with prajrie-grasse~ and forbs.
At present, approximately 2,400 acres of the roadsides are
seeded with prairie grasses and wildflowers. The establishment
of native plants not only represents an attractive, low
maintenance roadside planting alternative. but also a pleasant
visual reminder of our state's native grassland heritage.
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dOperation Wildflower" Program
As 'a component of the natural landscape, wildflowers add visual
character to a highway right-of.way to instill visual
experience similar to undisturbed areas.
Tied closely with the philosophy of prairie restoration is the
Department's dOperation Wildflower Program. 1I The National
Council of State Garden Clubs, Inc., agreed to cooperate with
the state highway departments and the Federal Highway
Administration in a program designed to promote the propagation
and growth of ~ildflowers along our federal-aid highways. The
Council, which has 14,500 clubs and approximately 375,000
members, operates 1n all 50 states and the District of Columbia.
Under this program, a State Federation of Garden Clubs or a
member club of State Federation may wish to purchase or supply
wildflower seeds, bUlbs, and/or other propagative material for
a cooperating state highway department. The state highway
department then plants selected parts of their right-of-way on
the federal-aid systems.
The cost of the seeding or planting process is borne by the
Garden Clubs. The wildflowers planted are selected based upon
their appropriateness to the area, if they are indigenous, or
readily adapted to .the climate and the environment. In
Illinois, the Department of Transportation consults with area
Garden Clubs on the selection of species planted. Seeding and
planting of the wildflowers are confined to areas where normal
mowing operations do not interfere with the plantings.
During the past ten years, the Department of Transportation has
worked with the Garden C1ubs of Illinois, Inc., in planting
wildflowers along selected roadsides throughout Illinois. Each
year, wildf10wer seeds costing approximately $1,000 are
purchased by the Garden Club for planting along Illinois
highways. The planting is accomplfshed by highway personnel.
3
• Federal Wildflower Planting Program
The Department of Transportation also plants wildflowers as
part of highway landscaping projects. Section 130 of the
Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of
1987 (STURAA) was amended to require that native \·dldf1ower
seeds or seedlings or both be planted as part of any
landscaping project undertaken on the federal-aid highway
system. At least one-quarter of one percent of funds expended
for a landscaping project must be used to plant wildflowers.
This provision reqUires every landscaping project to include
planting of native wildflowers unless a waiver has been granted.
Unlike the Operation Wildflower Program, the program require-
ments of the STURAA are mandatory. Subsequent to the STURAA of
1987, the Department has spent more than $177,000 planting
wildflowers along state highways. The Department has expanded
this requirement to include the planting of wildflowers on
state routes, as well as on the federal-aid system.
lOOT - IDOC Prairie Forb (flowers) Planting Program
During the past few years, IDOe has made available to lOOT a
quantity of prairie forbs that are grown at the two (2) state
tree nurseri es~: The amount avail able to IOOT is dependent upon
the yearly IOoe production of this material. The forbs are
distributed, upon request by interested districts, for planting
along roadsides and interstate rest areas.
During the spring of 1990, the following quantities were
planted:
District Z (Dixon)
District 3 (Ottawa)
District 4 (Peoria)
5,525
3,500
9,050
18,075
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•lOOT - IOOC Roadside Mowing Program
In 1976, the Illinois Department of Transportation, in
cooperation with the Department of Conservation, initiated the
current road management practice and reduced the mowing program
on all interstate and primary highways under state juris-
diction. The purpose of the limited mowing is to conserve
gasoline, prevent soil erosion, reduce maintenance costs,
protect wildflowers and tree seedlings along the highways, and
provide cover for nesting wildlife. An essential part of this
program is to not mow bacKslopes and interchanges unless
infested with undesirable weeds, as this is an area which
provides excellent cover for birds and wildlife. Under this
program, primary highways in rural areas are mowed to the ditch
line twice each year and a supplemental mowing for sight
distance is made during midsummer. Primary highways in front
of residences, businesses, parks, and cemeteries~re mowed to
th~ right-of-way line three times a year. Interstate highways
are mowed one ~Hath (15') beyond the shoulder break two or
three times each year depending upon growth. Highway. medians
80 feet or less in width are mowed during each mowing cycle.
Additional mowing is performed at interchanges for proper and
safe sight distances. Areas with weed infestati on are al so
mowed during each mowing cycle.
·'Corridors for Tomorrow" Pl anting Program
The Departments of Transportation and Conservation are members
of a task force assisting the Illinois Natural History Survey
in the research project "Corridors for Tomorrow: AProposal to
Use Highway Corridors to Restore Biodiversity in Il1inois. 11
Also included in the task force are representatives from the
Department of Energy and Natural Resources. state universities.
and other interested groups •
•5..
The principal objective of this project is to develop,
demonstrate, and implement an effective strategy for
revegetating Illinois' highway corridors using native plant
species to 1) improve landscape vigor and appearance, 2)
augment the habitat in existing preserves, parks, and natural
areas, and 3) enhance the quality of our environment by
capturing and storing carbon dioxide, filtering and diluting
air pollutants, and reducing noise and glare. A secondary
benefit of this work will be to strengthen existing and forge
new cooperative, proactive linkages between and among public
and private agencies.
Plan for Doubling the Cooperative Seedling Planting Program
(HR 1548)
rOOT and reec have planned a two~step, two-year process (springs
.1991 and 1992) to double the plantings of seedlings pursuant to
House Resolution 1548. This would allow for a reasonable,
sustained commitment of rOOT resources (personnel and equipment)
to the program and would also assist roee in their efforts to
provide sufficient quantities of seedlings to the pUblic and
private sectors during the next two planting seasons. In 1990,
rDoe state tree nurseries (Mason Nursery and Union County Nursery)
produced and sold 4 million seedlings. Their production goal in
1991 is 5 million seedlings; for 1992 is 8 million seedlings. The
Mason Nur~ery is being expanded to handle the increase in seedling
product; on.
-0-
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A breakdown, by highway district offices, of the t~o-step, two-year program is as
lows:
Proposed
3 Year Seedling Planting
Past Planting Program Average Program
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Distri ct 1 (Schaumburg) 2,000 900 4,250 2,385 10,000 15,000
Oi strict 2 (Dixon) 52,450 50,400 117,000 73,285 80,000 90,000
District 3 (Ottawa) 2,450 2,250 10,250 4,985 15,000 25,000
District 4 (Peoria) 5,000 13,050 11 ,000 9,685 15,000 25,000
District 5 (Paris) 0 a 0 0 10,000 15,000
District 6 (Springfield) 30,515 19,000 28,000 25,840 25,000 30,000
District 7 (Effingham) 0 0 0 0 10,000 15,000
District 8 (Collinsville) 0 12,700 a 4,235 10,000 15,000
District 9 (Carbondale) 2,000 2,000 650 1,5Sq 10,000 15,000
-
94,415 100,300 171 ,150 122,000 185,000 245,000
The above highway seedling planting program will have a very positive effect in
. .
increasing wildlife habitat, beautifying the state highway roadsides and contributing to
a better environment.
-7 ..
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ARKANSAS
Spoke with Bill Richardson, Assistant Division Head of D.O.T.
~
They started using herbicides ten years ago. Prior to that, there
was an abundance of wildflowers along the rights-of ways. They are
now interested in n~turing the wildflowers to get them to return.
There will be no herbicides used in those areas. Also, they are
interested in nurturing low-growing native plants, but haven't
figured out how to keep other undesirable vegetation out.
They are looking to improve their maintenance program overall.
~"~One of the challenges they face is dealing withfpublic--one faction
wants the roadsides to look like lawns and another wants a more
natural look.
Also spoke with Wendy Welch, with the Environmental Division of D.O.T.
(this division reviews and recommends)
Their state highway system consists of 100,00 acres not including the
interchanges.
There is a research committee in the process of reviewing their road-
side maintenance policy right now. Members are not involved with
roadside maintenance.
Arkansas has a scenic enhancement policy. Natural vegetation and
forestation are an important part of it.
Their bermuda grass when stressed by chemical application can die
in the winter--there is concern about that. Also concerns about the
use of Oust (a Pre-emergent)--nothing is left after using it.There are
people in their departmen~ that are very pro-herbicide.
Aesthetic and health concerns are often expressed by the pUblic, re-
garding the u5@. Of·:her.~~!aes. Ms. Welch feels they have a right to
be concerned. ~~~y~~Csttll working towards being responsible and
trying to make changes to please the public.
They also have an environmentally-minded governor.
ARKANSAS (cont.)
They have 400 miles of ROW. Ms. Welch looks at the D.O.T. as stewards
of roadside property. She feels that it is important to understand the
the ecology of roadsides.
"A good population of grasses and forbs is ideal. -Diversity is the name
of the game--nature does the best with this", according to Ms. Welch.
Mowing is a good tool when you can call the shots--timing is very
important.
Ms. Welch is frustated with not being able to always follow up on
planting projects--they are sometimes 300 miles away from her office.
•FLORIDA
Spoke with Frank Day in the maintenance dept. of D.O.T.
They are in the process of exploring alternatives to herbicides and
are interested in doing away with broadcast herbicide spraying.
They have increased their mowing and are experimenting with propagating
low-growing grasses such as bermuda. They are interested in promoting
the use of wildflowers,also. Basically they do a lot of mowing and
weed whacking and limited herbicide use. They are very interested in
roadside beautification.
They also have an Adopt-A-Highway program for litter and many civic
and non-profit organizations are involved in this program, as well as
businesses such as McDonald's, etc.
They are interested in improving their roadside maintenance procedures
to create aesthetically appealing corridors that are safe in all ways.
December 5. !991
Ms. Carol Burgess
Hawaii Health Dept.
P.O. Box 517
Haf,oli, HI 96719
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SUBJECT: Road Side Vegetation Control
Most herbicide is only sprayed from road edge to back of ditch
along roads. This area takes in from 2 to 8 feet, seldon going
much further, If brush grows outside of this area it has to b~ cut
bac~ anyway. This means that weld have to have brush cutters even
if we used ~oadside herbicides. Our cost of mowing sho~lders is
about all tae cost we have. The biggest concern about spraying was
rQ~dside edge. We do have some change to roadside edge, but! do
not think it's greater than anyone else's. When we reconstruct a
road, pre-l~vel or overlay an area, we take special care in making
sure that ccmpaction is beyond the edge of the blacktop and that
the blacktop up.pth is as great at the edge as it is in the drive
and middle lanes. You should have a 2 foot or more shoulder, if
pO~$ible, beyond edge of blacktop.
In the heat of summer there is a slightJy increased chance for fire
da~age along highways without herbicide. However, as more grass
appears anc fewer weeds. this danger becomes almost extinct. We
do not seem to have a problem.
Je~fe~9Qn County has not sprayed anything on it's roadsides for
ov·er 13 years. Much grass, sa1a1, huckleberry, i'lies, oregon
grape, etc. We try to plant or encourage anything that is low
growing to grow along the back of ditch and backslopes; some areas
even td road edge. Definitely to get grass to grow to road edge.
Whenever we rebuild or make new roads we try to build them with
less or very little ditch. Also, to not make the backslopes too
steep. This allows mowers, both rotary and f lai Is, to fit the
contou~ of the road. This also allows these machines to operate
along the road in the same spot where a ditch normally rr~vents
this, getting more shoulder miles per day.
100% Recycled Paper
,.
When growth gets above the shoulders of the road to the po~n~ it
contains the water so it will not get away, we scrape that area
clean to jusi below road depth. We try to plant a fescue or low
grcwi~g g~ass to establish something to keep out the weeds. This
is done with a Grade-All attachment on a road grader. This blade
is at the rear of the grader and allows it to get into a ditch if
needed. If you want the graded section over on the edge of the
road you need to follow this gra~er with another one or the leRd
grad~r must back up and make one ~ore pass. Behind this is a ~elt
lr;aoer t.-lhich picks 5. t up off the ground and dumps it into a truck
following it. Behjnd all of this is the broom. When they get ~o
the end of the road they are finished. Most roads that dead end
a~9 dQ~e insl~e out. We only spot ditch each road that has l)e~~
marked ahead of time. probably during a wet or stormy period.
J8fferson county owns two Ford 6610 Tractors with Tiger 14' boom
:rotari~s. These two tractors drop their booms and mount two 65"
flail grass qutters through the busy growing period in spring and
earl~ s~mme~. We also own one Massey Ferguson diesel grass mower
flail, which only operates in the summer. We have one ladder truck
which tows a Brush Bandit chipper. This does our high limbing and
street lights,
Up until last year when the spotted owl cut our budget, we hired
a supervisor and three youths in high school or attending colleg~
f:-QT: It:M .income families, and two other local youths attendi::'lq
5dlO(Jl. This crew cleared and weed ate al4 0und inte!'se-=ti.o!"13,
guardrails and stop $ igns, Cut alders and undesirable trees 'J!.~
danger trees' from slopes and areas where sight distance was a
~roblem. Ou~ Brush Bandit Chipper was approved by state Labor and
I~dustries for these kids to operate, as it is safer than a weed
eater. We did not have the money in 1991 and 1992 to continue this
program. C1J.rrently, our flaggers, with the rotary mower and
operator, weed eat around stop signs, guardrails and sight dist~nce
problems as ~hey go through.
r.qe have also started a progrc.m s.imilar to the states "Adopt a
;!ighway" progra:n. Various organizations agree to pick up litt~r
alo~g certain stretches of roads. We, in turn, agree to instal!
3. si~n with their organization name and area they are responsible
for. We also furnish two signs warning motorists of their
~ct~~t!tV. We have vests ava1labl~ if they wish to check them out.
A f~w organizations have experimented with wild flowers on slopes.
We t~y to identify this with a sign for their effort.
We take care of approximately 450 miles. Jefferson county runs
from Pcr~ Townsend to the Pacific Ocean. Most of our area is in
the Eastern part of the county with 50 miles on the ocean and a
national park in the middle. We do nothing to the national park
~r wildlife area. Our roads get much trl1ck traff ic wi th log
trucks, chip trucks, lumber trucks, dump trucks. ce~9nt trucks and
other heavy equipment.
We are averaging a cost of approximately $30 per shoulder mile fnr
grass or roadside edge mowing. Approximately 1500 to 2000 shoulder
mi les each year. This cost would be almost el iminated wi th
herbicide.
Our brush cutters do about 320 to 400 shoulder miles a year ~t a
cost of appro.:-:i mate 1y $.390 per ShOll Ide!' mile. Maybe $ 25: CO() '1£
t~is could be saved if we sprayed. Mechanical ditch cleaning has
been slowly cut back to about $50,000 a year. Approximately
520,000 of this is due to not using herbicide. We spend
approximately $95,000 to $100. 000 a year extra by n·;:Jt us inQ'
herbicide. However. my guess i.s we would have to spend from
$50,000 to $65,000 to spray. The added cost is about $30,000 ~o
$40. :)00 more using oU.r methods. We enjoy no hassle from !ai l'::'l.i
~:'o::>s, lawns, garde~1s, parked vehicles, etc. However. toJe 0.0 ;;et
one aI' ~wo w~ndshields (rocks thrown from mower) a year and a few
e~uipm~nt breakdowns. We do not have any equipment new :- ."')!'
spraying, add the cost of getti~g started and what we would s~ve,
I doubt if its worth it,
We have found that it works best if our vegetation cont~ol
equipment is only operated by one operator for each machine. He
who demonstrates skill. attitude and mechanical ability has th~
job. A new machine has bullet proof glass, a screen and reinforced
cradle so nothing can r~ach the operator. The machine has AM/FM
radio.. tape d~ck, air condi t ioning and all hydrau 1i cs a~e so
nothing can get to the operator.
We continue ~o loak for ~ew and safer methods. We will soon be
havi~g a dembnstrat10n on a weed burner that goes along the edge
of -rhe pa~.·el'!"E'nt and burns the grass. The idea is -t:c slo'''' it I:::
growth or kill it. Boultbee Pest Control Inc., 343 Adamson D~.,
Pentiction B.C. V2A7R7, Res. phone (604) 493-3932. answering SV~.
~ 604) 492-02913. Another comrany has designed a head for th", i r
large rotary tracscavators that travels at 750 R.P.M. All deb~is
falls straight down, there is no danger to operator or passers by.
They haven't yet scaled it do~m to the smaller machines such as
ours. They claim they eventually will. I believe that at prese~~
they are enjoying the patent on certain equipmen~. This company
is D&M Machinery Div .. Hoquim WA 98550. (206) 533-0826. These
people contract brush cutting.
The_ide.!l ..Ji tuatJ.0n_is to be able to inventory every road and
slowly qu:!. t I spraying as certain areas maintain low growth and
became manageable at a cost near spraying. In some areas there is
~~ reason to' not spray. Chances are you already have areas th~~
shouldn't be·or you are not spraying now. Find out what works the
best, what grows the best and start heading that direction. We,
fo!' instance·, could get good use out of our own hydro-seeoer.
~aybe your own nursery to help speed up the growing of desired
pla.nts.
~ rece~~ly received a draft on Caltran's Vegetation Contro~ P~cgram
for the California Dept. of Transportation. Jones a~d Stokes
•Associates Inc. I Sacramento, California. This draft only gives you
alt'ernate methods and thei!' findings. Most of it is generic.
However, it is a good source of information and someone to call.
! will send some extra slides I have and pictures. I do know that
several other counties in the states of Oregon and Washington ere
ge~ting away from herbicides along roads. I belong to the
Washington Public Pesticide Operators Association and many
operators are having to cut back and some are being eliminat~d.
Hope this helps and feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
£b~
Earl Wells,
Maintenance & Operations Manager
jefferson County Public Works
p,O. Box 12QO
Port Hadloc~, WA 98339
ALTERNATIVES TO HERBI€IDES IN THE,'TREATMENT OF:
Guard rails, [power poles and reflectors:
1. Weed whack 3 to 4 times per year and see if any low-growing
grou~q covers volunteer.
2. Plant ,area with low-growing native vegetation.
3. Lay thick cardboard down first and then mulch with wood
chips :available from the county or state tree trimminq
procedures. ,~4. When repaving roads or making new ones, run blacktop ~~Q·guardrai
Ditches and cUlverts:
1. Leave'~vegetation alone unless it becomes a problem.
2. Weed whack 3 to 4 times per year and see if low-growing
ground covers will volunteer.
3. Exper~ment with non-toxic products such as vinegar or Safer's
products for plant control.
Any area whe~e vegetation obstructs vision:
1. Remove problematic vegetation with side-arms, mulchers,
weed ~hackers, etc.
Bottom Line-- "Don't fix somethin t that don!t ' need fixin t •
OR
Leave areas alone that don't present a problem.
IJEFFERSON COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Spoke with Earl Wells, Operations Manager, Public Works
Jefferson County has developed a roadside vegetation management program
based primarily on plant competition. The county identified competitive
native or naturalized cover species, such as grasses and salal and
designed a program to encourage growth and spread of these species while
meeting control ~eeds.
~a~13
They haven't used herbicides in ~ years--there is a moratorium on their
use. It took four years to see that they could live without them.
They did not use a professional consultant. Mr. Wells has been with
the department for five years. He's responsible for re-designing the
roads which make~ it much easier to maintain them. Now when building
new "roads: they are done with gentle slopes and made to fit the machinery
used to maintain 'them.
Salal bushes are their salvation--they keep them down to 12 inches.
Mr. Wells feels that if the county would have started encouraging the
growth of salal years ago, the roadsides would be magnificent now.
The State has come out with a new grass--it doesn't get more than 6 inches
high. They are planting it along the freeways.
Natural roadsides can cost more than roads maintained with herbicides
but that doesn't-always have to be~ and furthermore the end result of
"the herbicided look" versus the green natural look leaves little doubt
as to which approach is aesthetically more pleasing.
The department is loo*ing into a propane burner from Canada for stunting
growth along pavement~ It must be done during a certain time of the
year, every 3 to·4 months.
Mr. Wells feels that it is better to phase herbicides out rather than
to stop them all "at once.
He said the phone calls start coming in to the office when the water
trucks go out; p~ople mistake them for herbicide trucks and become
very upset. Mr. ,Wells stated emphatically that they will never go back
~o using herbici~es.
people really appreciate being able to pick berries along the roads, and de
The department is cutting down on rotary mower use as vegetation fills
in. Rotary mowers cQn be dangerous. They are interested in the new
mowers that drive debris into the ground instead of out. no flagmen are
needed when these are used.
There must be enough of the ~iQht equipment to do the roads properly.
The roads look 10 times better than when they're sprayed.
